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Introduction: Impact craters form through the dis-

placement and ejection of material. Most of the debris 

expelled from a crater is deposited as a more-or-less 

continuous ejecta blanket whose characteristics depend 

on the distance from the point of impact, target proper-

ties, and the presence or absence of an atmosphere.  

The goal of this study is to investigate how the 

ejection process is affected by the properties of the 

target, and to analyse the trajectories of ejecta and its 

final deposition under the absence and presence of an 

atmosphere. 

 

 
Figure 1: Normalized ejection velocities (v/vimp) as a 

function of normalized launch distance (x/a). Velocities are 

shown for different coefficients of friction (0 - 1) for a non-

porous target (i), and for different porosities (0 - 42%) for 

𝜇=0.6 (ii). The impact velocity is vimp=5 km/s and projectile 

radius a=25 m, respectively.  

Methods: We use the iSALE shock physics code 

[1-3] to conduct a systematic parameter study of dif-

ferent impact scenarios. The strengths of iSALE are 

the availability of: (1) different material models (brit-

tle/ductile rheology), (2) a damage model, (3) various 

equations of state, and (4) a porosity compaction mod-

el. In addition, we added a dusty flow model [4-6] that 

simulates the interaction of particles with an atmos-

phere. For the dusty flow we transform the material in 

a cell that is previously assumed to behave as a contin-

uum into representative particles (RPs) once specific 

transformation (ejection) criteria are satisfied [5-6]. 

RPs are characterized by a velocity, shape and size. 

They also exchange energy and momentum with the 

surrounding gas/vapor. The main forces acting on 

ejected particles are gravity and high-velocity and 

Stoke’s drag. As the result, trajectories of RPs depend 

strongly on the atmospheric properties and  RPs’ size-

frequency distribution.  

We determine initial ejection velocities and angles 

for targets with varying properties in terms of friction 

coefficient (cohesionless Drucker-Prager rheology) 

and porosity. We use Lagrangian tracers – distinct 

from RPs – to track ejected material in the Eulerian 

code [7]. Once the material satisfies specific ejection 

criteria we either calculate their parabolic trajectories 

in the absence of atmosphere or start the dusty flow 

calculations if the atmosphere is present.  

By this method we can calculate the thickness of 

the ejecta blanket on any planetary body or asteroid 

with and without an atmosphere.  

  
Figure 2: Ejection angles as a function of normalized 

launch distance for the cases of Fig. 1 (i) and (ii).   

Results: Figs. 1 and 2 depict ejection velocities and 

angles as a function of material properties. The differ-

ent lines show the normalized launch velocity (v/vimp) 

versus launch distance for different coefficients of 

friction μ (i) and different porosities (ii).  

Close to the point of impact (x/a<4) the ejection ve-

locities are very similar for all μ-values. At larger dis-

tances (x/a>4) ejection velocities start to deviate from 

one another and the ejection velocity decreases faster 

with increasing coefficient of friction . In contrast, for 

constant friction coefficient (μ=0.6) porosity reduces 

launch velocities for smaller launch positions(x/a<6), 

but only slightly affects the ejection velocities further 

away from the impact point (x/a>6).  
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Proximal ejection angles vary slightly for different 

values of (x/a<3). Further away from the point of 

impact, an increase of strongly decreases ejection 

angles. Ejection angles for larger are strongly fo-

cused at each launch position. Ejection angles for dif-

ferent porosities show little variation.  

 

 
Figure 3: Thickness of the ejecta blanket as a function of 

normalized distance (r/R) for the cases of Fig. 1 (i) and (ii).   

We calculated the thickness of the ejecta blankets T 

as a function of distance r under Earth gravity for each 

of the cases shown in Fig. 1 and fitted a power law 

T=T0 (x/R)
-B

, with the exponent B, transient crater 

radius R and the ejecta thickness T0 at the crater rim 

(r/R=1). The coefficient of friction has a significant 

effect on the thickness of the proximal ejecta blanket, 

close to the transient crater radius (Fig. 3 (i)). The 

smallest 𝜇 results in the largest T0 (~23) and B (~3.2). 

In contrast, blankets for porous targets show little 

variation in T0 and B (Fig. 3 (ii)).  

Many planetary bodies possess an atmosphere (e.g. 

Earth, Venus, Mars, Titan) and most natural impacts 

generate a significant amount of vapour even on at-

mosphereless bodies if the impact velocity (and conse-

quent shock pressure) is high enough to cause vapori-

zation. We study the behaviour of ejected RPs depend-

ing on size and atmosphere density. After ejection into 

the atmosphere, the drag decelerates the RPs, which 

transfer momentum to the gas. Hence, shock waves are 

generated in the atmosphere (Fig. 4) and ejecta deposi-

tion will deviate from the results above. 

Discussion: Our results for the ejecta distribution 

in an atmosphereless environment suggest that material 

properties in principle could be studied by the distribu-

tion of ejecta and the thickness of the blanket. Howev-

er, our current results are valid for a vertical impact 

and neglect obliquity. Obliquity influences high-

velocity ejecta properties dramatically [8].  Thus, the 

next step should be 3D calculations.  

 
Figure 4: Snapshot of RP motion in an atmosphere 0.96 

ms after impact of 16.4 mm-diameter projectile at 5 km/s 

(lab. scale). The right panel shows pressure (red: ≥ 0.5 MPa; 

blue: 0 Pa); the left panel the distribution of RPs (red dots). 

Shock waves are generated by moving RPs. The growing 

cavity is visible at the bottom. RPs are spherical (CD=0.5), 20 

𝜇m in size with a density of 2650 kg/m³. The atmosphere is 

modelled as an ideal gas with a density of 0.3 kg/m³.  

Our results are applicable also for further studies. 

Ejecta contribute to the change of momentum of col-

liding objects and thus to the change in their trajecto-

ries. Hence, the study of the ejecta characteristics is 

necessary to constrain how efficiently momentum can 

be transferred, e.g. for the deflection of hazardous 

asteroids [e.g., 9]. Especially, ejection angle and thus 

the vertical velocity component effects the transfer of 

momentum (momentum multiplication factor). We 

find lowest angles for materials with larger values of 𝜇 
(Fig. 2). Hence, the momentum transfer will be less 

effective for such materials. 

Considering smallest RP sizes, we also see a possi-

ble application of our model for the study of impact-

related climatic effects due to the distribution of dust in 

the atmosphere. The dust abundance in the atmosphere 

can influence climatic conditions from local to global 

scale [e.g., 10] as it has been suggested in case of the 

Chicxulub event. 
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